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ThermoSunis Indoor WireFree RTS
Sunis Indoor WireFree RTS

A new concept combining
greater comfort with energy savings

New Indoor WireFree RTS sun sensors

Spot on!
Experience Dynamic Insulation
The new Indoor Wirefree RTS Sun Sensors
automatically raise and lower your blinds
or roller shutters in order to help keep
your home cooler in summer and warmer
in winter.

Simple and effective
In summer, the solar protection is lowered to
block out the sun and keep your rooms cool.
In winter, on the other hand, the aim is to
harness as much free heat as possible from
the sun.
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Room-based Dynamic Insulation

ThermoSunis Indoor WireFree RTS
Indoor wireless sun and temperature sensor
for several windows
> A two-in-one system: sun or sun and temperature* sensor.
*The temperature function takes priority over the sun function when activated.
> Automatically controls one or several motorised blinds or shutters
in the same room, together, whether the same or different sizes.
> Wireless technology.

Sensor Activation/deactivation
Demonstration mode
Light threshold setting

Features
Protection index

IP 31

RTS frequency

433.42 Mhz

Operating
temperature

from 0°C to 60°C

Power supply

1 battery (type CR2430)

Autonomy

over 2 years

Dual function: sun or sun and
temperature
Visual LED feedback
Temperature threshold setting
Operational mode selection
(Mode 1, Mode 2, Mode 3)
for end product type

How does it work?
Mode 1 - F or a Single Roller Shutter, External Blind or Sunscreen only:
> Sunny- Dynamically follows the sun throughout the day.
> Overcast- Retracts the shutter or external screen to allow the maximum amount of light in.
Mode 2 - For Multiple Roller Shutters, Internal and External Blinds and Sunscreens only:
> Sunny- Moves the end product to the ‘my’ position.
> Overcast- Retracts the shutter or vertical screen to allow the maximum amount of light in.
Mode 3 - For Multiple Internal Venetian Blinds only:
> Sunny- Moves the Venetian down and tilts the blades closed.
> Overcast- Moves the Venetian to the ‘my’ position and tilts the slats to the preset position.

Dynamic Insulation of one window

Sunis Indoor WireFree RTS

Features

Wireless indoor sun sensor for one window.
> Lowers or raises a single Roller Shutter, External Blind or Sunscreen
according to the sunlight intensity.
> Wireless technology.

Protection index

IP 31

RTS frequency

433.42 Mhz

Operating
temperature

from 0°C to 60°C

Power supply

1 battery (type CR2430)

Autonomy

over 2 years

Sensor Activation/deactivation
Demonstration mode
Setting the light threshold

Visual LED feedback
Programming button

How does it work?
F or a Single Roller Shutter, External Blind or Sunscreen only:
> Sunny- Dynamically follows the sun throughout the day.
> Overcast- Retracts the shutter or external screen to allow the maximum amount of light in.

Clever stuff!
Suitable for a variety of applications
> Roller shutters for
Dynamic Insulation
all year round.

> Internal* and External
Blinds and Sunscreens for
summer comfort.

> Indoor Venetian Blinds*
for summer comfort.

*ThermoSunis Indoor WireFree RTS only.

Discreet
Sensors can be fixed to a window pane
or window sill using the suction cup.
They’re compact and discreet, so once
they’re in place, you can forget all
about them.

Easy to set
Once installed, Indoor Wirefree RTS sun
sensors can be programmed in just a few
seconds and they can be easily added to any
new or existing RTS installation.
You can override the sensor at any time and
control your blind or roller shutter using your
remote control. The sensitivity thresholds –
light and temperature – can be modified in
just a few seconds at any time.
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